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UNFOUNDED INFERENCES.

CYCLIST PATROLS.

In this exceptionally difficult and critical time when
tbe Army b~s suddenly to shoulder the entire responsibility of maintaining peace and social order in Ireland
it is inevitable that a few incidents of an unpleasant
and undesirable nature should occur in which
There has been a
Volunteers lVere concerned.
tendency in outside quarters to exaggerate and distort
tbe significance of these incidents and to deduce from
tbem unfavourable opinions of the discipline and spirit
of Volunteers generally. These inferences are entirely
unfounded
The officers and men of the Irish
Repu~lican Army, faced with a most difficult, arduous
and critical responsibility at a time of pOlitical and
social unrest have, on the whole, behaved with a
restraint, prudence, zeal and discipline which are
aJmirable.
No man is infallible; mistakes may som~imes be
made, but those in military control of tbe Irish
Republican Army have no reason to be dissatisfied
with the spirit shown generally by tbe office~ and men
of the Army in the performance of their arduous duties
at the .pres'!nt tim~.

Common sense rather than rules must guide the
conduct of a reconnoitring detachment or patrol. The
leader may employ mobility, deception, force, or
extreme boldness in order to obtain information, safety
may be sought in mobility, secrecy, or wise choice of
routes. But to obtain the required information it is
essential that the leader must not be drawn away from
his mission.
The actual reconnaissance must as a rule be
made by the leader of a patrol, the men who accompany him being employed to provide his protection
and to transmit his messages.
The n()rmal method or advance in daylight is to
move rapidly from one suitable position to another,
feeling the W'ly forward on each occasion by detaching
scouts. Advancing in this manner the patrol or
detachment is less liable to be surprised and the leader
obtains more time for observation than would be the
case if the rate of march were uniform throughout the
journey.
The general rat~ of advance will depend on the
proximity of the enemy and the nature of the country;
when there is reasonable ground for belief that the
enemy is at a distance the time spent in searching
ground will be curtailed.
Protection should be arranged on all sides, but the
commander should keep his men as concentrated as
the safety of his force permits. Undue dispersiolJ
leads to unnecessary fatigue and to loss of control by
the leader. The flanks and rear of a patrol may often
be sufficiently protected if different men are made
responsible for keeping a look out to each flank and
to the rear, both when the patrol is moving and when
it is halted.
Information will usually be obtained in the daytime;
hut, when ie is impossible to move in daylight without
being discovered, it may be advisable to move by night
up to the neighbourhood of the enemy, and to obsen'e
by day from a concealed position
When moving by day, every means must be taken
to avoid ' b~ing seen by the enemy. Scouts should
keep in shadows as much as possible by day or night
A brigh~ button o~ a polished bicycle saddle may
disclose the presence of an otherwise hidden JXltrol.
Small reconoitring JXlrties should not rest in one place,
( Continued on pace 4)
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GENERAL NOTES
Tbe attention of the Director of Organisation has
been brought to the fact that in a numbe: of inc;tances
Voluntee~ who have recently been released from
internmer.t camps or prisons have not reported for
duty to their units. It sliould be clearly understood
tbat failure to do this will be regarded as an act of
desertion. Officers commanding units will take
immediate step$ to have this instruction brought under
the notice of such ex-prisoners.
As the same tIme attention is drawn to a recent
circular whicb instructed that no officer who had been
_released should be re-instated unless he could give
satisfactory evidence that he had done his best to
evade arrest. This i.nstruction has unfortunately been
misinterpreted and the spirit intended mIsconstrued to
such an extent that in a number of cases victimisation
has taken place. The right of appeal to G.H.Q.
against local decisions is not denied in 5uth caSp.s.
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INDOOR iNSTRUCTION.
(I) Trigger Pressing.
The first thing the soldier will do, when issued with
a rifle, is to pull the trigger. He should therefore be
tluiht at once to press it correctly, and not to pull it.
This is indoor work. The instrlictor will fir~t make
sure that all recruits can lIlove; then, after a few remarks
on the vital importance of correct trigger pressini, and
an explanation of first and second pressure, he will
give a practical demonstration, noting especially the
following points:1. He will sit with Rifte rested on a hard cushion
or a sandbai, and his 9wn arms rested 00 the table.
2. The ilip with the riiht hand is so hard, that the
hlood leaves the tips of the figer naill!.
3. The right wrist is in the firini position.
4. Both pressures are taken with the first joint of
the forefinger round the lower part of the trigger for
leaveragej the action is that of pressini, and not
pulling, the tip of the forefinger being pressed round
towards the top of the thumb.
5. In actual practice, the pressure is taken as the
rifle is bwught to the aiming position. and the second
pressure after the sights are aligned on the aiming point.
6. The breath must be held while the second pressure is being taken; thil! is so as not to disturb the aim;
in actual practice [he butt of the rifle is near the right
luni. It ahiO ensures steadiness; on the other hand,
if the iecond pressure is. too Ion: delayed the effort of
holding tbe breath will render tbe fire nnsteady.
After this demonstration and explanation by the
instructor, the recruit will sit down and imitate. In
order to ensure correct pressure the manual recommenas that the Instructor's hand should be placed
over the recruit's, and the recruit's in tum over the
instructor's.
If the recruit bas a large band, tbe instructor
may have to use his left hand. The recruit should
not be allowed to do so,
The Instructor will correct the detail accordioi to
the order of teaching which he bas obgerved.
(11) Care of Arms.
It is a sound principle to commence toe Use of the
Rifle with Trigger Pressini and the Care of Arms.
The'le two lessons will be constantly applied at eyery
later stage of the recruit's instruction.
As a preliminary to the Care of Arms, the instructor
will describe those parts of the rifle that need to be
known for the purpose of cleaning, e.g., the barrel,
lead, chamber; the bolt with the bolt head, sniker,
bolt rib, gas escape, extractor; the foresight and backsight; nose-cap; bayonet boss; the I:ut-o.ff; the magazine
lipring; and evervtbini with a hole in it.
It should be mentioned that when the rille is in the
rack, the leaf and slide of the baeksight must be

lowe rod, and the spring eased; the ttlagazine must not
be removed but no catridges must be left in it; bolts
must not be interchargedj the safety catch must be on.
Cleaning Materials.
The Cleaning materials will then be produced and
their use demonstrated and explained-the pullthrouf:h; the fiaimelette, 4" by 2"; the wire gauze, 1 ~"
by 2~'" the oil bottle.
The pull-through has three loops and a weight; the
top loop is to give more purchase in case of a jab, the
next is for the flanelette, and the lowest (that nearest
to the weight) for ~he iauze. Show how to pack it.
When it is used for cleaning, the weiKht must be droI>ped through from breach to muzzle. Remember also
to .J)uIl through in one motion, or dirt will collect
where you stop; pull through paralell t;) the axis of the
barrel, to prevent cord wear at the muzzle; see that
there is no grit on the pull-through and no broken
strand.
The flannelette should be fixed in the second loop
of the pull-through; when used as dry fai, a slightly
larger piece should be taken than when used as oily rag.
The gauze is for quite exceptional us.. When used
it is fitted into the loop nearest the weiiht, oDe end
being tUrned upwards, the other downwards and folded
in tightly; always oil it before using.
t "Just one long pull. a straight strong pull, no other
pull will do. A man must never take two pulli to pull
th6 pull-through through."
The oil Dollie contains Russian petroleum, which
leaves a water·tight film over the part; oil should be
put on flanelette and gauze with spoon, and thoroughly •
worked in with the fingers. If too much oil i~ used, it
runs down and clogs [he trig~er.
Daily Care.
Whether in use, or not in use, all the parts of the
rifte which bave been mentioned above, especially any
part which has a hole in it, should be inspected foc
dirt, and should be run over with a rai sliihtly Giled.
Special arrangements should be made for this in all
school centingents. And on inspection parades,
special attention should be paid to the cleanliness of
all parts mentioned.
NOTJ::-Wben not in use, the barrel also should be
oiled once a week.
Before Firing,
Before firing, and also before inspection parades,
run a dry rag ihroue}l $he barrel.
After Firmi Blank.
After firin, blank, the fouling is ~'superficial", bUl
the 1mb left by the cordite is greater than it is after
firing ball, because it is no' swep' out by the bulleL
(a) If cleaning at once, use a dry rag to remove
superficial foqJjni, then oil; oil again on the
following da.y; and then Qil at weekly inkrvala
when the rifle is not in use.
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(b) If not able to clean thoroughly at once, run
Uu-ough willi an oily rag, and olean thoroughly
as above as soon as possible.
(c) If fue riJe is left wiiliout atienGion, the superficial fouling will turn Go rust, and the
exceptional use of the gauie will be required. When
neglect of tihis kind entails use of gauze, see that it is
very well oiled; pUll-tbrough three or four time; then
use a dry rag; then' oil~ If parrafin is used for
removing rust, dry all out with the flaiinelette before
oiling.
.' . .
. ball,Afthter FJ?ng BalL
'al d
. f
Af ter Ji;mg
ere ~s less superfi~l
.eposlt 0
~e prod,!lcts of combustlOn; t~e fouling IS merely·
mtemal , clloll:sed. by the .forcmg of gas or other
harmful matenal mto the pores of. the ~e.tal. The
pores must ~herefore be opened Wlth bOllmg water.
(a). If cleanIng at once, run a dry rag through to
remove superficial fouling; then 1Pour five or six
pints of boiling w~teI through the bore, from
breedi to muZ.zle, using
funnel to prevent it
.
.
ente.l'lDi th~ .body or magazme; then dry out
tbOl'oughly 'WIth flannelette; then stand to cool;
then oil every Dther day for ten days; afterwards
oil ooce a week when the ritle is not in use.
(b) If you cannot_clean immediately aftet firing, run
an oily raa through at once, and then proceed as
above as soon as possible.
(c) If the rifie is left without attention', rust will form,
Ilnd the gauze must be used as in ., After Firing
Blink."
"
Erosion.
It
Erosion is the sweeping away of the steel of the bore
through the intense heat produced by the explosion.
Nothing will prevent erosion. Portions of the barrel
become lOugh, and rust is more readily formed. A
ritle so affected, eVen wben not in use. will required
more frequent oiling, and an occasicnai pull-through '
with the obu xious gauze. Erosion should be distiuguished from u..rrosion, which is ·tbe removal of the
steel in the form ot rus!. Corrosion, as already stated,
is prevenJable.
•
Metallic Fouling
The two ordinary ioulings, "superficial" al'id
"internal", may be removed as above; and permanent
ill-effect:, are Jl;enerally speaking, preventable. Metallic
foul ill'; 1:1 a depu"it from the cupro-nickel en\'elope of
the bullet, 'lnd appears as II 'hite ~tTe:a1t em the lands
(\nd :l roughness all the ooges of the hlt-ooves. Where
U~l-eClej It should tie reportt:d for ..pecial treatment
to tIle l'mourer. ·
•• 22 Rifles an8 Aiming tubes.
These hould be frequentl)' pulled through with!l
dry rag, certainly nEt r evt:t)' _0 round; aiming tlibl!
should be frU) end}' in pt:ctll(! to St.'e that they nre
s l u~
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but should remain scattered, so that all will not be
captured if suddenly attacked.
Halts for the night should be made in isolated
woods or lonely .farms, which the enemy's patrols are
not likely to visit; when farms are occupied the
inhabitants must be seized. If small detachments
halt before darkness sets in they should change their
position after dark. Patrols should be clear of their
resting places before daybreak.
No man should catty any wriwm instructions"
private diaries or papers that might give information
to an enemy.
In the presence of civilians, whether friendly or
otherwise, no mention should be made of the direction I
from which the detachment or patrol has come or of
the intended advance; it is often advisable to give the
inhabitants false information.
A patrol on findini the enemy should a~ a rule send
in a repor~ and ~hen, unless such a~tion would. be
contrary to 1?~tructl0ns, should follow.hlm up, watchIng
from safe hiding places. Detailed lIIformatlon as to
his strength, dispositions, and movements should be
sent in as soon as obtained.
If the enemy is not found where he was expected,
the reconnoitrer should consider what his commander
would require him to do.
Neptive 1l1ionnaLioll
should always be sent back.
.
Altbough patrols are not sent out with the primary
object of fighting, and a1thou/th they should seldow
fight if without it they can obtain their object by a
careful use of the ground, it must be clearly understood
that on suddenly meeting small parties of the enemy
the assumption of a resolute offensive will often be the
best course of action.
If a patrol is cut off by the enemy, its members
must make every effoft to get away, so that at least
one may arrive back with the information 'already
gained; when necessuy they will scatter, rallying again
at the last halting place if no other place has been
pre-arranged, Every member of a patrol must take
notice of all landmarks and distances while advancing
in an enemy's country so as to be able to find bis way
back; but ' subsequently, when moving back, he should
usually a\'oid the road by which he came, as it may
lead him into ambuscades. When in the presenqe of
an enemy, patrols must nt!ver cease their attempts to
obtain the required information. They must be bOLh
bold and cunning, and \f stopPed at one point they
must try again 1I.t some other.
During reconnaissances when the opposing armies
are not far distant from each other it may often be
advisable for a leconnoitring detachment to dismount
and open fire in order to engage tht! enem}'s a~ntion,
while its f>:1trols move forward to suitable observing
points, from which the attention of the ent:my has
bt.en diverted.

